
The Titanic Tragedy - 
The Sinking of the ‘Unsinkable’

THE REASON

DISASTER PREVENTION: LESSONS LEARNED

THE CONSEQUENCE

EVENTS THAT 
SHAPED THE 
HISTORY OF SAFETY

THE BACKDROP 
109 years ago on April 14th, 1912, an allegedly 
unsinkable ship, struck an iceberg and sank to the 
bottom of the North Atlantic Ocean, claiming the lives 
of nearly 1,500 of its crew and passengers. Operated by 
White Star Line, Titanic was the largest and most 
luxurious steam liner of the time carrying over 2000 
crew and passengers.

An iceberg slashed a 300-foot gash in the hull below the Titanic’s waterline. In less 
than 4 hours, the ship completely sank beneath the surface. Various factors 

contributed to the doom of the Titanic.

Despite warnings of possible icebergs, the ship 
travelled at high speed of 22 knots. This 

reduced the ability to steer the ship in time.

The ship had sealable bulkheads separating 
15 compartments above the waterline. But the 

flooding of additional compartments as the 
ship started tilting pulled it into the water.

The ship had 20 boats that could hold 
less than half the ship’s passengers. 

During the evacuation, the boats were 
not filled to capacity. Only 706 people 

made it to the lifeboats.
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Approximately 1,517 people died, 
majority being 3rd class 

passengers and crew members.

Loss of personal property worth 
thousands of dollars including 

jewelry, art, rare books, and cars.

$6 million lawsuit filed against 
the White Star Line for loss of 

life, personal injury, and 
loss of property.

An inquiry by the British Wreck 
Commissioner on behalf of the British 

Board of Trade was launched.

An inquiry by the United States 
Senate was launched.

The International Ice Patrol was formed in 1914. Now part 
of the US Coast Guard, they monitor iceberg presence and 

movement at sea to communicate to ships.

Transatlantic safety procedures were updated 
that required ships to carry enough lifeboats for 
every passenger, mandatory lifeboat drills to be 

performed, and more standardized protocols for 
reporting hazardous conditions.

Updated ship designs such as higher 
bulkheads to prevent water from getting in.

Avetta celebrates safety and the progress that has been made to 
continually improve the safety culture of any workplace. We strive to 
inculcate a culture of safety and sustainability across enterprises and 
want to ensure that every worker returns home safe.
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